PURANO SHEI

PURANO SHEI DINER KOTHA BHULBI KI RE HAY O SHE
CHOKHER DEKHA PRANER KOTHA SHE KI BHOLA JAY

AH THOSE GOOD OLD DAYS CAN WE EVER FORGET IT
SEEN BY OUR EYES FELT IN OUR LIVES CAN IT BE EVER FORGOTTEN

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AAY AAR EKTI BAR AAY RE SHOKHA PRANER MAJHE AAY
MORA SHUKHER DUKHER KOTHA KOBO PRAN JUDOBE TAY

COME BACK TO ME DEAREST ,BE WITH ME
WE’LL SHARE OUR JOY AND SORROW AND FEEL GOOD AGAIN

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MORA BHORER BELA PHUL TULECCHI DULECCHI DOLAY BAIYE BNASHI
GAN GEYECCHI BOKULER TOLAY

TOGETHER WE PLUCKED FLOWERS IN THE DAWN TOGETHER WE RODE THE SWING
TOGETHER WE PLAYED THE FLUTE AND SANG

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HAY MAJHE HOLO CCHADAI CHADAI GELEM KE KOTHAY
ABAR DEKHA JODI HOLO SHOKHA PRANER MAJHE AAY

WE PARTED WE WENT AWAY LETS BE TOGETHER AGAIN